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ABSTRACT

The nature of near-resonance vibration and response characteristics

are discussed to clarify the relationships among resonance amplification factor,

damping energy and dynamic modulus of elasticity. A newly developed machine

is described for exciting and controlling resonance or near resonance vibrations

in materials and joints under various types of stress. This machine imposes

an adjustable-while-running mechanical exciting force at a controllable fre-

quency and by means of automatic electronic controls maintains (a) the de-

sired vibration phase angle (usually 900 for resonance) by controlling the fre-

quency of the exciting force, and (b) the desired magnitude of the excited force

by automatically controlling the magnitude of the excing force. Equatin-- a-e

developed for determining the resonance amplification and other propertii.-s

from the machine readings. The stability and accuracy of the machine are

discussed. Data are-presented on the damping and elasticity properties of

aluminum and mild steel, and these are compared with results procured in ro-

tating cantilever beam equipment. The resonance response, damping, and

el.nsticity properties of a bolted joint were determined and the effects of bolt

tension and molybdenum disulfide lubrication are illustrated and partially

analysed.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

One of the more frequent causes of service failure under dynamic forces

is resonant vibration. The very serious amplification in vibrations caused by

resonance (several hundred times in some cases) frequently results in danger-

ously large fatigue stressand. even if structural failure can be avoided, the

resultant "rough" and noisy operation frequently necessitates correction.

In spite of the great importance of knowledge concerning the dynamic

behavior of structures in the resonance region, relatively little experimental

work has been done in the field. Initial work on this problem indicates that

one of the main reasons for this inactivity is the inadequacy of existing test-

ing and measuring equipment. Therefore, a necessary first step in a research

program currently in progress at the University of Minnesota was the develop-

ment of a new resonance vibration exciter 'and controller to impose sustained

cyclic st,-4ess of controllable magnitude and to maintain the vibrations exactly

at resonance or at some controlled near-resonance point. Such equipment

was designed not only to study experimentally resonance and nea'r-resonance

phenomena in various types of linear and non-linear systems but also to permit

undertaking studies of the damping c.pacity, dynamic modulus of elasticity

and other properties of materials and structures.

One purpose of this paper is to describe the new mechanical equipment

for exciting near-resonance vibrations and the electronic controls for main-

taining the vibrating system in the desired state of resonance and at the de-

sired alternating force. Test data procured with this eqwup.nent on both

simple test specimens and a joint are also presented, not only to indicate

stability, accuracy, and applicability of this machine, but also to reveal, in

an exploratory way, some of the variables which affect the near-resonance

response of materials and joints.
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II. NATURI- OF NEAR-RESONANT VIBRATION AND ITS RELATIONSHIP
TO DAMPING AND ELASTICITY PF(PERTES.

Figure 1 illustrates the well-known (1)* resonance curves for a linear,

direct stress, single degree of freedom vibration system excited by a force

of constant magnitude but variable frequency. Response curves of this type

may also be drawn for other resonance vibration systems; some of the dis-

tinguishing factors which determine the characteristics of the resonance

curves being: (a) type of stress, such as bending, tension, torsion, com-

bined stress. etc., (b) type of springs, whether linear or non-linear, and

(c) type of damping, whether viscous, Coulomb, hysteresis, etc. However,

for simplicity in explanation, the direct stress (tension-compression) system

with viscous damping as shown in Fig. I shall be considered.

As may be observed from Fig. 1, an increase in frequency causes a

gradual increase in amplitude of vibration, a peak being reached at the point

of resonance where the frequency of the exciting force equals the natural fre-

quency of the system. Beyond this resonance point the amplitude decreases

with incr'easing frequency in the above resonance region. The amplitude A1

or A2 of vibration at resonance depends, among other things, on the damping

energy that the vibrating system is capable of .absorbing and dissipating, for

large damping (curve 21 the resonance amplitude A2 is relatively small, and

for small damping (curve 1) a relatively large amplitude A1 results. If Ao

is the amplitude of displacement caused by the exciting force Fo applied

statically (or at.very low frequencies), then the ratios of A2 /Ao and A1 /Ao

may be defined as the e '-iplil.-cation factors Ar. Since this factor

is a reciprocal function of the damping capacity of the system the ability of

a vibrating system to absorb energy is of critical importance in defining

the vibration amplitudes at or near resonance.

*Numbers in parenthesis refer to references in the bibliography.

WADO TIh 52-252 2
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Systems with either non-viscous damping or non-linear springs will

generally display resonance curves different in form from that shown in Fig. 1,

in many cases curves which are highly unsymmetrical (1). However, it is

still possible'to specify an important characteristic of such curves in terms

of resonance amplification factor as defined above.

Not only the magnitude of vibration at resonance but also the location of

the resonant frequency is of great engineering importance. Resonant fre- S
quency locations generally affect the starting and operating procedures of

equipment, speed ranges to be avoided, and in some cases critically deter-

mine the feasibility of a new or revised design. The frequency at resonance

may be associated primarily with the dynamic constants of the spring as dis-

cussed later.

it is desirable to discuss at this time the variation in the vibration phase

angle near resonance. This phase angle, which is utilized as a control func-

tion by the electronic controls discussed later, is also shown in Fig. 1. The

phase angle 0 is defined as the angle between the rotating vector represent-

ing the exciting force and the rotating vector representing the vibration dis-

placement. At very low frequencies, well below resonance, the displacement

follows very closely (or is in phase with) the exciting force; that is, the

phase angle $ is zero. At resonance, this phase angle is 900 (the condition

which permits the exciting force to feed maximum energy to the vibrating

system). At high frequencies (well above resonance) the phase angle ap-

proaches 1800. Since the phase angle changes rapidly near resonance, it pro-

vides an extremely sensitive control for resonant vibrations.

In the actual machine described later, an actual test specimen is used

in place of the spring and damper D, this test piece being either a simply

shaped specimen or an actual joint or structural unit. Thus, the damping

observed is due to the hysteresis loop in the test specimen or structure,

and the spring constant of this specimen may be associated with the dynamic

WADC TR 52-252 3
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I
modulus of elasticity of the material for a simple test specimen or with the

over-all dynamic stiffness if a test structure is used.

III. PREVIOUS MACHINES, THEIR LIMITATIONS, AND GENERAL PRINCIPLE

.OF THE NEW MACHINE.

In view of the objectives of the current Minnesota research program in

dynamic properties, the twofold requirements of the testing equipment are:

A. For Resonance Curve Studies

1. To maintain stable vibrations of controllable amplitude at any

desired phase angle 0.

2. To accurately control, while running, the magnitude of the

excited force by regulating the exciting force.

3. To excite various types of resonances (that is, in direct, bending,

torsion, or combined stress) in either simple specimens or

structural units.

B. For Damping, Elasticity and Fatigue Studies

1. To impose sustained cyclic force of controllable magnitude, as in

a fatigue test, on machined test specimens or structural units.

2. To measure the damping capacity and dynamic modulus of elas-

ticity of the test specimen during this fatigue test.

3. Damping and modulus measurements must be made quickly and

without seriously interrupting the test so that the stress history

of the specimen is not affected by the measurements.

4. The equipment must be capable of imposing various types of

stresses on specimens and structures.

Existing equipment for accurately studying resonance curve characteristics

as outlined above are inadequate. Some mechanical oscillator driven devices

(3) (4) (5) (6) (7) have been tried for this purpose, but were found to be limited

in utility or insufficiently stable for operation near resonance due to the

WADO TR 52-25?
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inadequacy of controls. Electro-magnetic (9) and other electrical oscillators

generally provide insufficient power input for testing structures (6) (8).

Existing equipment for measuring damping capacity and other dynamic prop-

erties (see reference 8 for discussion) are also inadequate in terms of the re-

quirements listed above. The static stress-strain hysteresis loop method is

time-consuming, requires instruments of extreme sensitivity, and is not readily

adaptable to studies involving sustained cyclic stress because of the time re-

quired to impose the millions of stress cycles sometimes required. The dynamic

stress hysteresis loop method (10) requires elaborate equipment of extreme accu-

racy and has been successfully used only on torsion specimens. Determination

of damping from the heat developed during cyclic stress is quite inaccurate,

even after elaborate beat transfer determinations are made, and it is also too

sluggish, due to the heat capacity of the system, to reveal rapid fluctuations

in damping capacity. The rate of vibration decay method (11), although rela-

tively simple, is not adaptable to studies involving controlled cyclic stress; in

fact, use of this method introduces variable stress conditions which may seriously

affect the damping properties of the material. While the lateral deflection

method appears to be well suited for studies involving sustained cyclic stress,

this method was only partially developed (12) at the start of this program, has

had little use until recently (1), and can be used only for tests under reversed

bending stress on symmetrical specimens. The several resonant vibration

methods of measuring damping (8), although requiring rather elaborate equip-

ment, are well suited to sustained cyclic stress studies on both specimens and

structures. Of these reuoonant vibration methods: the shape -of-the -resonance -

curve method is time-consuming and imposes a variable stress history on the

specimen, the wattage-input-near-resonance method is usually quite inaccurate,

especially for low damping materials, and the energy- input-by- an- oscillator

method was still not completely developed.

WADOC TR 52-252 5



In view of the limitations in existing equipment, a new oscillator driven

resonance machine utilizing the energy-input-by-an-oscillator method for

studying materials and structures at resonance was developed. Electronic

controls to assure stable operation at practically any near-resonance point

were also developed to increase the utility of the machine. This machine is

designed to excite near-resoriant vibrations of controllable amplitude at a

controllable phase angle. Thus, complete resonance response curves may be

t accurately determined. It is further possible to procure data on the damping

properties by maintaining the vibrating system exactly at resonance, at which

point the ratio of the force exciting the vibration to the force induced in the speci-

men or structure is a function of damping energy. Furthermore, the dynamic

modulus of elasticity may be calculated from the frequency of resonant vibra-

tion, the effective mass of the vibrating system and other known factors.

A similar machine, previously developed by one of the authors (5) proved

to be a reasonably accurate and adaptable method of imposing different types

of alternating stress on specimens and structures, and simultaneously measur-

ing damping capacity and dynamic modulus of elasticity. However, this ma-

chine had no remote nor automatic control and any change in damping capacity

and dynamic modulus of elasticity which might occur during a fatigue test

would throw the vibrating system off resonance. In view of this instability,

caused by changes in the test material, the machine had to be stopped frequently

for manual readjustment. Thus, accurate control of stress history and other

testing variables was extremely difficult. The new machine overcomes the

above mentioned difficulties.

WADO TR 52-252 6



IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE MECHANICAL SYSTEM.

The principle of operation of this machine may be understood from the

schematic diagram of Fig. 2 and the photographs of Figs. 3 and 4. These

particular figures show the machine set-up for resonance studies of beams.

The specimen or structure S is subjected to forced resonant vibrations ex-

cited by the centrifugal force produced by the revolving eccentric J. Variable

speed motor P drives shaft C through pulley system U and universal joint F,

causing the centrifugal force produced by eccentric J to be transmitted through

bearing N to the test structure S. The universal joint F was originally a

ball bearing type but was replaced by the flex-plate-diaphragm type in the

interest of reducing extraneous energy losses. The speed of motor P can

be adjusted to produce a resonanAt vibrationwof tile desired type in a system in

which the test specimen or structure is the spring and damper elements. The

specimen is free to vibrate without significant restraint by the exciting equip-

ment because of the freedom of motion allowed by universal joint F and a flex-

plate support used in the mount for bearing N. In order to control the force

in the test specimen, the radial position or unbalance of eccentric J may be

adjusted by selsyn C attached to shaft G which is supported by two pillow blocks.

This adjustment may be accomplished during rotation of d rive shaft G since

the stator of the selsyn C is fixed to the drive shaft and fed by brush-slip ring

assembly B. To adjust the eccentricity the selsyn operates through gear reduction

D, shaft E, the universal joint within F, and worm I which meshes with worm

gear teeth cut in threaded eccentric J. Thus, as worm gear I is turned by

selsyn C, the threaded eccentric J is rotated and therefore moves radially.

This radial positioning of the eccentric J either decreases or increases the

exciting forces as desired.

•WADC TR 52-252 7
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Proximity to resonance is determined by a phase angle indicator (5)

which gives the phase angle between the vector representing the alternating

displacement and the vector representing the alternating force. The vacuum

tube accelerometer Q, which vibrates with the specimen, produces a voltage

output proportional to and in phase with the acceleration (1800 out of phase

with respect to-the displacement). A small alternating current generator A,

attached to the free end of shaft assembly, produces a sinusoidal voltage out-

put in phase ( or bearing any desired phase relationship) with the alternating

force caused by eccentric J. This voltage gives the orientation of eccentric J

and therefore the time relationship of the exciting force. The phase angle

between the accelerometer voltage and generator voltage indicates the phase

angle of the mechanical vibration. By definition, this phase angle is 900 at

resonance.

This equipment may be used manually (that is, without automatic controls)

to determine the damping capacity and dynamic modulus of elasticity or to

study resonance curves as follows:

a. The speed of the drive motor P may be manually increased until the

desired resonant vibrations are produced, proximity to resonance

being shown by the phase indicator. The speed of the motor may be

manually controlled so as to maintain a phase angle of 90* (the resonant

condition) or any other desired angle.

b. The unbalance of eccentric J may be increased or decreased by an ex-

ternal switch which feeds selsyn motor C through slip-ring-brush

assembly B, thus adjusting the exciting force. By this means, it is i
possible to maintain a constant excited force by adjusting the eccen-

tric while the machine is in operation until the output of accelerometer

Q is the desired value. if the specimen stress is too low, selsyn C

may be manually switched so as to increase unbalance of eccentric J

and vice-versa.

WADC TR 52-252 8



The magnitude of the exciting force produced by the eccentric may be de-

termined at any time from the position of the eccentric (which is indicated by

a counter in the control panel) and the frequency (indicated by a tachometer in

the control panel). The resonance amplification factor (a reciprocal function

of damping capacity) may then be calculated (5) from the ratio of force in the

specimen to the force exciting the vibration (both of which are readily deter-

mined at any time without stopping the machine from readings available at the

control panel). The dynamic stiffness of the specimen may be determined from

the frequency at resonance, the effective mass of the system, and other known

factors.

If the above manual controls were used, the constant attention of an opera•

tor would be required since both damping energy and the dynamic modulus of

elasticity may change considerably under sustained cyclic stress (1). Further-

more, motor speed regulation requirements would be extremely close; in fact,

probably quite impractical in the very low damping case with a very sharp

resonance curve. The proposed machine, therefore, incorporates automatic

electronic controls described in the next section for accomplishing steps (a)

and (b) above.

Although the basic exciting, measuring, and controlling system was de-

scribed above for beam tests it can be used to impose many different types of

stress, by utilizing different set-ups. Since the behavior of the entire vibrat-

ing system affects the measurements, it is necessary to keep energy losses,

flexibility, losi motions, etc., in supporting frames and joints very small if

true specimen behavior is to be measured. In general, the main requirements

of any resonance system set-up are:

(a) The resonant frequency of the type of vibration desired should be

within the frequency range of the exciter.

WADO TR 52-252 9
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(b) Energy losses due to extraneous effects must be kept as small as

possible, otherwise damping measurements will be too large.

(c) Supporting frames, etc., should be extremely stiff and strong for

accuracy in dynamic modulus measurements.

The machine described above for repeated bending fulfills all these

requirements. A machine utilizing the same basic exciter and controller

for direct stress (tension-compression) testing has been designed but shall

not be described here for brevity. Torsional vibration studies are also

possible in the machine shown in Figs. 2 and 3 with relatively minor changes.

WADC TR 52-252 to



V. DESCRIPTION OF THE ELECTRONIC CONTROL SYSTEM

As indicated previously the electronic controls are designed to maintain

stable vibration of controllable magnitude at any desired phase angle. Thus,

there are actually two control functions, one for maintaining the desired am-

plitude and the second for phase angle control. The accomplishment of these

control functions requires the utilization of the following two outputs from the

system:

(a) An alternating current voltage from the accelerometer which is direct-

ly proportional to and in phase with the acceleration and force in the

test specimen. This adcelerometer output is used in both the force

and phase control circuits as described below.

(b) An alternating current voltage produced by a generator attached to

the eccentric drive shaft which indicates the phase of the exciting

force. This signal is used in the phase control only to regulate the

frequency of the exciting force. The magnitude of this voltage, with-

out regard to phase, is also used to indicate the frequency of vibra-

tion, since this magnitude is directly proportional to frequency.

The above two voltages are used in the following way.

Force Control: The excited force in the test specimen is maintained at its

present value by maintaining the accelerometer output at a constant preset

value. This is done by rectifying the accelerometer voltage, then comparing

it to a preset voltage, and utilizing the amplified difference to control the

direction of rotation of a motor which changes the magnitude of the exciting

force. This in turn changes the magnitude of the excited force, and the re-

sultant accelerometer voltage, until it matches the voltage preset with a

helipot in the force controller.

WADC TR 52-252 11



The operating sequence for the force control chassis is detailed in the

block diagram of Fig. 5, and the wiring diagram of Fig. 7. The input signal

from the accelerometer is passed through a low pass filter to remove bearing

and other high frequency noises. The signal is amplified in two stages (both

halves of V15) and then passes to a peak voltmeter (1/2 V16). A portion of the

output of the peak voltmeter is compared with a reference voltage by means

of a difference amplifier (V17) and a vibrator or AC converter. The vibrator,

which operates at 60 cycles, contacts alterkiately the amplified peak accelero-

meter voltage and the reference voltage. If these two voltages are not the

same, a 60 cycle square wave is produced. A portion of this square wave is

taken by the gain control (P6), amplified (1/2 V18) and filtered through a low

pass filter. This low pass filter removes all the higher frequencies of the

square wave, leaving the 60 cycleo fhuwn• mental. TIhis sine wave is again am-

plified (l/2 V18, V19, V20), and the output is used to operate the motor-selsyn

drive to reposition the eccentric screw (J, Fig. 2). This repositioning of the

eccentric will change the exciting force, the excited force and 'amplitude, and

the resultant accelerometer output as explained above.

Frequency Control: The frequency of the exciting force is controlled by

the phase control chassis which maintains the vibrating system at or near

resonance. This is done by maintaining the phase angle between the voltage

from the accelerometer and the voltage from the AC generator in a fixed re-

lationship (at 90° for resonance). A phase discriminator receives both voltages,

interprets them, and accomplishes this control by either increasing or de-

creasing the speed of the driving motor (and correspondingly changing the

frequency of the exciting force) so as to maintain the vibrating system at the

desired phase angle.

The operating sequence of the phase or frequency control chassis is de-

tailed in the block diagram of Fig. 6, and the wiring diagram of Fig. 7.

WADC TU 52-252 12



The accelerometer voltage is passed through a cathode follower (1/2 V1) and

a low pass filter to attenuate the undesired higher frequencies. The signal is

then aruplified (1/2 V1) and limited (V3) to 3 volts. It is then amplified again

(1/2 V4) and again limited to 3 volts. The purpose of the two limiter stages is

to keep the two halves of the square wave of equal length. The square wave is

again amplified (1/2 V4, 1/2 V6) and fed to the discriminator through a cathode

follower (1/2 V6).

The signal from the generator is brought into the chassis through a two

position switch so that speed may be controlled either manually or automatically.

This voltage is passed through a cathode follower (1/2 V7) and through a filter

identical to the one used for the accelerometer voltage. The purpose of this

filter is to cause the same phase shift for both voltages, regardless of the

frequency, thus making the phase control frequency insensitive. The signal

then goes through another cathode follower (1/2 V7) to the discriminator.

The behavior of the discriminator (V8) is rather involved (13) and will not

be described in detail here. The output of this discriminator applied to the

grid of V9, is a DC signal. The value of the DC signal is zero if the two

waves are 900 out of phase, and greater or less than zero if the waves are

less than or more than 90* out of phase. This DC signal is amplified (1/2 V9)

and directed through a cathode follower (VlO) to the Thymotrol unit. This

output is placed in a series with the manual speed control of the Thyratron

motor and these automatically maintain the motor speed necessary to produce

the desired phase angle.

The initial phase angle may be easily adjusted mechanically while the

unit is in operation by rotating the stator of generator A in Figs. 2 and 3

and locking it in the desired position.

As indicated previously output of the AC generator is also used as a

frequency indicatr. In some tests the frequency can be determined with

WADC TR 52-252 13
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sufficient accuracy by merely measuring the voltage output of the generator.

However, resonance tests on low damping materials require extremely precise

and sensitive frequency measurement, beyond the limits possible with a volt-

meter, and the following null method approach was therefore developed.

In the frequency meter developed the generator output is rectified and

filtered by a dry rectifier and an R-C. circuit. The resultant negative volt-

age is applied to the grid of V12a and compared with a calibrated negative

voltage on the grid of V12b by means of a milliammeter between the plates

of the two tubes. The milliammeter can be zeroed by a helipot adjustment,

the setting of which indicates by a null method the speed of the generator.

This null type tachometer, which has proved satisfactory in all but the most

peaked resonance curves, has d full scale indication on the milliammetcr of

+ 40 rpm. Add1tional work is now in progress to In, crease 1ui-u1H- LIh M L-

tivity of this instrument.

The control system used on this machine include several rather unique

features which are not described in the paper for reasons of brevity. Addi-

tional details on this equipment, operating instructions, trouble shooting, etc.,

are contained in reference 13.

WADC Th 52-25a 14
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VI. E UATIONS IN REDUCING AND INTERPRETING RESONANCE MACHINE DATA

The calibration of the resonance machine, the reduction of data procured

in this machine, and the correlation of such damping data with those procured

in other types of tests requires the use of several equations, some of which

are derived or listed below.

The exact equations for defining the shape of the resonance amplitude and

phase angle curves for the system damped by material hysteresis have not yet

been developed. Different materials may display damping which is non-linear

in different ways, and in fact even the same materials may display different

types of non-linearity at differentt stress levels and stress history. * It is

therefore improbably that one set of equators will cover all hysteresis

damped systems.

Similarly. thr e many important spects of structural damping which

have not been analysea. Although the equations which define the behavior of

certain types of structurally damped systems, such as those involving Coulomb

damping (14), have been developed, the implications of important deviations

from the simplifying assumptions used in the theory are not known.

However, it is stili possible to handle these types of systems, even in

the absence of their exact equations. As long as the resonance amplification

factor is reasonably large then even though the damping may be quite non-linear

the system may still vibrate sinusoidally (within practical limits) and be

assumed to be linear for .purposes of resonance amplification and perhaps

other resonance response considerations. Therefore, the relationships de- j
rivcd below for the viscous damped system will be applied in a later section

or example, the damping of mild steel 115) is insensitive to frequency
and stress history up to a certain stress level, beyond which it is highly
sensitive to both. At stresses near the fatigue limit, for example, the damp-
ing may first increase and then decrease with increasing frequency.

WADC TR 52-252 15
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to non-linear systems, and as long as the resonance am-plification factor is

reasonably large, * the accuracy in many cases may be sufficient for engineer-

ing purposes.

The following equations indicate the relationship between Ar and the shape

of the amplitude and phase curves near resonance. These equations are used

in the analysis -of experimental data presented in sections which follow.

The amplitude curve near resonance shall be considered first. From the

equations which define the viscous damped system (1) it can be shown that:

Av = [(1- C2)2 + (C/Ar)2] -1/2---------------------- (A)

See appendix (I) for definition of terms and symbols.

Solving the above equation for the resonance amplification factor:

E(A/A~2 - C2 1/AT = - -~/, ) --• --'- --- -- - B
1 - C2-(B)

Since these equations are to be used near resonance, discord C will

generally fall well within the range from 0. 9 to 1. 1, usually from 0.96 to

1.04. Therefore, the denominator (1-C 2 ) in equation (B) may be replaced,

without significant error, by 2(1-C), and therefore:

r (Ar/AV)2 - C21/ 2
(

2(1 - C)

Equation (Cq suggests the following method of determining Ar from the

shape of the resonance curve.

(a) To determine the denominator 2(1 - C), measure the width (fv'-fv)

of the resonance curve (see Fig. 1) at any point and divide by fr"

*Insufficient work has been done to date to define the term "reasonably
large". However the data presented in the next sections may help clarify
this term.
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Since at reasonably large values of Ar the resonance curve is

reasonably symmetrical-

fv-fv -2(fr-fv) = 2(1-C)

Even where serious non-symmetry exists the above equation may

provide a reasonably accurate average value.

(b) Determine Av (or k Av, where k is any constant) at the width

measuring location. Also determine Ar (or k Ar, where k is

the same constant used above), and the ratio kAr/kAv = Ar/Av.

If the width of the resonance curve is measured at the location where

V= . 707 Ar, then [(Ar/Av)2 - C2] 1/2 Ifor reasonably large Ar, and

equation (C) becomes:

Ar 2--•(T"] Av 7 707Ar-------- ............- (C')

This provides a convenient method of determining Ar...

. Considering now the phase angle relationship near resonance, it can be

shown from the equation for the viscous damped system (1) that:

l-C2
cot0 = Ar -- (D)

Therefore, slope of cot 0 versus C curve at any discord C is given by:

d(cot4_Ar(1 + )/C 2 )-(F)

Thus: Ar = -1/2 j a------------------------------- (F,)

Therefore Ar equals half the slope of the cot 0 versus C plot at

resonance where C =1.

The following equations are derived to enable the correlation of the

Ar data procured in the resonance machine with the damping and elasticity

data procured in the rotating beam machine (2)(15).
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It is shown in reference 16 that if damping energy can be expressed

by the equation:

D = JSn ---- --- --- -------- - -.-.----------- -(G)

r.2D n+2 R -()2

Then: H )-2 rn+2
Da ~ ~ 1 (,*),

(See Appendix I for definition of symbols and terms).

Since elastic energy W is proportional to S2, n = 2 may be substituted

in equation (H), resulting in:

S1 - R 2W--a -- _2__ |_(1
W, 2

W -. -2 -a Z14

It is also shown in Aprendix .A of reference 2 that the energies associated

with the rotating beam test may be expressed as follows:

Da D irrW sin okH--------------- (j)
D u u

W sin e kV (K)
Wa- U 2U

4w - W sin e kV 1v)

Therefore: Ad 2 -7r -=(R

S Rn+2 2w'W sin o kH (1)

Ar Km r-4 (L)

For additional relationships between Art D and other properties see

reference 5.
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VII. THE SENSITIVITY. STABILITY, AND ACCURACY OF THE RESONANCE
MACHINE AND THE CORRELATION OF RESONANCE DATA ON MATERIALS
WITH ROTATIN. BEAM DAMPING.

In order to procure an indication of the stability of the resonance machine

and its control system a series of test., was performed on solid aluminum

specimens using the bending set-up shown in Fig. 2. During these prelimi-

nary tests the resonance curve characteristics were explored, Fig. 8 being

an example of one such resonance curve.

This, as well as other resonance curves discussed later, was procured

by rotating to the desired phase angle the stator of the tachometer generator

(see part A in Figs. 2 amid 3) andt, with the machine operating on automatic

controls, reading the corresponding values of accelerometer output, ampli-
tudp nf vi,•i•%,n and frequency. T-he vibration amplitude and phase angle

can then be plotted, as a. function of frequency as shown. Since 24ST aluminum

has rather small damping energy, its resonance amplification factor is

rather large (Ar _Y 200 for test diagrammed in Fig. 8) and its resonance am-

plitude and phase angle curves are consequently sharply peaked. All the

experimental points shown in this figure lie within a frequency band having

a width of less than 1%. A change of only 0. 1% in the exciting frequency

(say from 822 rpm. to 822.8 rpm.) will change the amplitude of vibration

approximately 35% and the phase angle over 10 degrees. Thus, this test

on aluminum is a critical indication of machine stability. Even for this

sharply peaked curve the performance proved to be satisfactory. It highly

damped r-stems, having rather flat resonance curves, the stability require-

ments are, of course, less demanding.

In the early version of this machine serious hunting occurred when the

sensitivity was increased to the desired level. In the improved machine

there is still some evidence of amplitude hunting, when operating at high
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sensitivity and on a sharply peaked curve, but the change in applied stress

in the specimen caused by thie hunting is only a few percent at most.

Furthermore when used in damping, elasticity, and fatigue studies the

machine is operated exactly at resonance (flat top of curve) where amplitude

hunting is less pronounced than on the steep sides of the curve.

From Fig. -8 it is apparent that extremely sensitive frequency measure-

ment is necessary for resonance curves having low damping. The null type

tachometer described has a sensitivity nf approximatdy 2 rpm. Althuugh it

is suitable for frequency measurement on highly damped systems (IAith flat

type resonance curves) it is at present too insensitive for the sharply peaked

type of resonance curve shown in Fig. 8. Therefore, a strobscopic method

involving the use of beats was used to measure frequencies o, a cur-e-

Although quite sensitive in indicating deviations from the resonant frequency,

the accuracy of this method is somewhat doubtful, and an accumulative error

of 1/2 rpm. or so is quite possible over the resonance range. Thus, an

accurate check of the limitations in applying the equations derived for viscous

damping to the hysteresis damped vibration is not possible until the frequency

measuring devices are further improved. Nevertheless, the Ar values for

the solid aluminum specimen tested as diagrammed in Fig. 8 were deter-

mined by several methods with the following results:

Ar determined by width of resonance amplitude method by use of

equation A in previous section at Ar/Av = 1.41 ------------ 206

Ar determined by width of resonance curve method by use of

equation A at Ar/Av = 2.32 -- --------------------------- 246

Ar determined by slope of cot 0 versus D curve method by use of

equation F ------------------------------------------- 170

Ar determined from rotating beam dampiag test by use of K m, Kc, and

KS factors as detailed in reference 16 (also see appendix I) ....- 220
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Considering the likelihood of frequency measurement errors, as dis-

cussed above, and also considei-ing the many factors, such as stress history,

rest, etc., which affect the damping energy of a material (2)(15), the check

among the several methods of determining A,. is closer than expected.

As a further indication of the stability of the resonance machine during

long periods of operation and its accuracy and its utility in providing signi-

ficant Ar data, a series of damping, elasticity, and fatigue tests were under-

taken on mild steel. These tests were also intended to confirm the general

damping behavior under sustained reversed stress previously observed for

mild steel (2) and also to check quantitatively the results of the resonance

machine against previously determined rotating beam data.

In these mild steel tests a series of rectangular specimens (1. 5" wide

by 0. 38" deep by approximately 2" length of test section) were vibrated

exactly at resonance (phase angle 0 maintained at 90c). Each specimen was

subjected to a different reversed stress which was maintained constant dur-

ing the sustained vibrations until fatigue failure occurred. The type of

data procured during this fatigue test is diagrammed in Fig. 9, which shows

the changes which occur as a function of abscissa N, the number of cycles of

stress. The quantities recorded during this sustained vibration test were (a)

the tachometer output, which indicates the resonant frequency, and (b) the

reading of the countei- which indicates the unbalance of the exciting eccentric.

The magnitude of force exciting the vibration may be determined from the

product of the eccentric counter reading and the square of resonant frequency.

The ratio of this force to the excited force (easily determined from the stress

or amplitude of vibration) is the resonance amplification factor Ar shown in this

diagram. The very pronounced decrease in Ar shown in this figure in agree-

ment with the rapid increase in damping energy for the same material as
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discussed in reference 2. The change in dynamic modulus of elasticity (2) of

the material may be quantitatively determined from the decrease in resonant

frequency or the increase in amplitude of vibration shown in Fig. 9. Here,

again the results of the resonance tests are in agreement with those of the

rotating beam, but elaboration on this is beyond the scope of this paper.

A quantitative comparison of the damping energy at several stress mag-

nitudes as determined in the rot-ting beam equipment with the Ar values de-

termined with the resonance machine is shown in Fig. 10. The material factor

Km shown in this diagram, which corresponds to the resonance amplification

factor Ad under direct uniform stress, is discussed in detail in reference 16
r

(see also appendix I). The virgin material (or more accurately the material

with a stress history of only in0 .ycl" has X-m values shown by the upper-

most curve. However, K is reduced considerably by sustained cl•,i•e

stress and attains the values shown by the lowest curve prior to fatigue

failure. It is now possible to compute the resonance amplification factor

from the relationship Ar = Km. s K c discussed in reference 16 (see also

appendix I). For the mild steel used the damping exponent "n" varies be-

tween 16 and 27 for the range of stress magnitudes and stress histories

covered by Fig. 10. Under these conditions:

K varies between 4. 8 (at n = 16) and 10 (at n = 27).

Ks = 1 for uniformly stressed beam.

Using the factors indicated above Ar values for a rectangular beam,

computed from the rotating beam damping energy data, are shown by the r
dashed lines in Fig. 10. The values of Ar as deterkilined directly from the

re-,onance tests are shown by the solid line. Considering the many variables

which affect the damping behavior of- materials, and the approximation (16)

which must sometimes be made in their mathematical analysis, this check

shown is considered good.
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A similar check between resonance and rotating beam data was not

attempted on the virgin material because the few minutes or so required to

adjust and stabilize the resonance machine does not permit procuring reliable

Ar at less than a few thousand stress cycles.

Additional data indicating the reliability and accuracy of the resonance

machine when used on a material with damping exponent n as high as 13 are

given in reference 16.

VIII. RESONANCE TESTING OF JOINTS.

A series of resonance tests, was undertaken on a bolted lap joint in

order to study the general behavior of the resondnce machine when used on

a non-linear system, and a!so to briefly explore some of the variables which

affect the Ar values for the joint.

The joint used and its method of loading is shown in Figs. 11 and 12.

The bolts fit freely within oversize holes in the mild steel plates so as to

avoid indeterminateness; that is, to assure that no shearing force is developed

in the bolts and that the joint is held together entirely by friction. The ten-

sion in the connecting bolts and the consequential friction producing normal

pressure in the joint plates was adjusted to and maintained at the desired

value through use of calibrated springs S. The friction surfaces which absorb

the damping energy are 1 - 2 and 3 - 4. The purpose of springs M was to

keep the joint assembly.centered so as to avoid drift at the friction surfaces

and the resultant shear contact between plates and bolts.

The resonance response characteristics of this joint were explored as a func-

tion of two variables; the bolt pressure and the effect of adding molybdenum

disulphide powder at the friction surfaces. This second variable was briefly

studied since recent work (!9) indicates that Mo Sp can be an effective sur-

face lubricant and increase damping.
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Fig. 13 shows the resonance curves for the joint without Mo S 2 at the

various bolt pressures indicated. All curves are plotted as a function of

frequency fv of the exciting force; the uppermost series of curves indicRting

the amplitude of vibration, the middle curves the phase angle 0, and the lowest

series of curves was included so. that Ar could be computed readily from equa-

tion F' and also to indicate roughly the degree of non-linearity existing in

this type of joint damping as discussed below.

As explainted previously the general equations which define the resonance

response characteristics of hysteresis damped and joint damped vibrations

have not yet been developed. Consequently, it is desirable to investigate

partially the degree and implication of the non-linearity present in the curves

shown in Fig. 13 with reference to the standard equations (2) and those derived

in a previous section for the viscously damped vibrations.

First looking at the amplitude curves a high degree of non-symmetry is

present which may be considered to be an indication of the non-linearity

present. The higher the damping, or the smaller the resonance amplification

factor, the greater the non-symmetry apparent; for example compare the curves

for 100 and 200 pounds bolt pressure, where the damping is relatively high,

with the dashed curve for 1200 pounds bolt pressure where damping is relatively

low. Similarly, the phase angle curves display non-symmetry which is in-

dicative of the non-linearity present. However, the most critical indication

of non-linearity is perhaps the cotangent 0 curve. Referring to equation F,

previously derived, for the linear, viscous damped system the slope of the cot j
0 versus fv curves should be reasonably constant (that is the curves should

be straight lines), as long as discord C is reasonably close to "'l". The

greatest deviation of the C values in Fig. 13 for the range of cotangent 0

pltted is less than 0. 04, for hichl range the variation In the sl.pe u' ihe

cot 0 versus C curve should be less than 4%. Thus, for all practical purposes
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the curves may be considered to be straight lines. The considerable deviation

of the actual curves shown in Fig. 1.3 from straight lines is of course an in-

dication of the degree of non-linearity.

The Ar and resonant frequency values determinable from Fig. 13 are

suramarized in Fig. 14 as a function of bolt pressure. Also included in this

figure are data for the joint lubricated with molybdenum disulfide.

The resoniance amplification factors for the joint without Mo S2 were com-

puted by three different methods: (a) from the ratio Fs/Fo, as determined

from readings provided by the resonance machine operated exactly at reso-

nance (0 = 900), (b) from equation C based on the width of the resonance curve

method, and (c) from equation D based on the slope of the cotangent 0 method.

For the linear, viscous damped vibration, all three Ar curves should coincide,

since the assumptions made in the derivations were based on this type of

vibration. The deviation among these three curves is a further indication of

the non-linearity present. Although Ar as determined from the phase angle

curve was quite inaccurate, the width of the resonance curve niethod provides

an Ar which is unexpectedly close to the value measured directly.

In order to interpret the Ar trends shown in Fig. 14 it is desirable to

discuss briefly the nature of the damping energy absorption which determines

the resonance amplification factor of the joint. For purposes of discussion

the energy absorbed at the friction surfaces 1-2 and 3-4 in the joint may be

considered to be proportional to the product of an effective shearing force

and an effcctive shearing motion or slip. The shearing force at dry friction

surfaces may be assumed to be of the Coulomb type and therefore dependent on

normal pressure only, whereas the friction on the surfaces lubricated by Mo S 2

(or contaminators) may perhaps also depend somewhat on area and velocity

or relative motion. in either case, however, the normal pressure will affect
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the frictional force. When the normal pressure is extremely large, the shear-

ing force required to produce motion is correspondingly large, and externally

applicd force may be insufficient to produce significant shearing slip. Thus

the product of shearing force and slip may be very small. Similarly, at very

small normal and shearing force the product is small even though the magnitude

of slip may be large. Thus it is apparent that at some optimum normal force

both significant shearing force and slip may occur resulting in a product which

is maximum. In this region of maximum energy absorption Ar will of course

be a minimum. Thus, the Ar pattern shown in Fig. 14, maximum at zero

and the largest bolt pressure and minimum in an intermediate region, is as

expected.

The decrease in Ar observed upon the addition of MU S 2 may also be

rationalized on the same basis as explained above and is in agreement with

previous findings (18).

A mathematical analysis of joint damping as measured in these exploratory

tests is now in progress. The main purpose of including the resonance re-

sponse curves shown was to indicate the applicability of this new machine, and

the analysis of the data is beyond the scope of this paper.

IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION.

The newly developed resonance vibration exciter and controller described

in this paper satisfactorily accomplishes the two objectives for this machine:

(1) to procure complete resonance amplitude and phase angle curves under

both linear and non-linear vibrations, and (2) to permit the determination of

damping and elasticity properties during the progress of a controlled stress

fatigue test. Although the basic exciter and controller may be used under

several different types of stress, only its application to reversed bending

vibrations are illustrated in this paper.
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Equations are developed, based on the linear-damped vibration, to relate

certain characteristics of the shape of the resonance and phase angle curves

to the resonance amplification factor A Such equations, if found reliable for

non-linear systems, would be useful in the analysis of resonance response of

systems in which the exciting force is unknown, such as often occurs in practice.

Resonance response data are presented for 24ST aluminum and mild steel.

The resonance amplification factors determined from these data are found to "

be in reasonable agreement with Ar calculated from the damping properties

determined from rotating beam damping data.

The resonance response characteristics of bolted joints are discussed

and diagrammed. Variables considered in this analysis are bolt pressure and

the effect of molybdenum disulfide lubricant at the friction surface. Serious

non-linearity is shown to be present in this joint, as indicated by the non-

symmetry of resonance amplitude and phase angle curves and also the non-

linearity of cotangent 0 versus fv plots. Nevertheless, Ar calculated by the

width of the resonance curve method is found to be in reasonable agreement

with Ar measured directly in the resonance machine. However, the slope of

the cotangent 0 curve is affected apparently by the non-linearity and thus is not

a reliable indicator of the resonance amplification factor.

The resonance amplification factor is found to be largest at minimum

and maximum bolt pressure, reaching a minimum value at some intermediate

bolt pressure. This low damping observed at maximum and minimum bolt

pressure is as expected since under these conditions either the shearing slip f
or the shearing force, respectively, approach zero. Thus the damping energy.,

which is dependent on the product of effective shearing force and the effective

shearing slip, is likely to approach a minimum. At some intermediate bolt

pressure, however, an optimum combination of shearing force and slip motion
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occurs, such that the product of the two becomes a maximurn.

The presence of molybdenum disulfide at the friction surfaces signi-

ficantly decreases the resonance amplification factor. The general effect

of a lubricant at the friction surfaces can also be rationalized on the basis

of its effect on the product of the effective shearing force and the shearing

slip. In the case of molybdenum disulfide, there is sufficient lubrication to

decrease the shearing force, but thc resultant inerease hn shearing slip

apparently results in a larger product of the two.

5
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APPENDIX I

DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS AND TERMS, AND LISTING OF ESTABLISIFED
DAMPING EQUATIONS.

Ar = resonance amplification factor = Av when fv equals fr

dAr = resonance amplification factor under direct uniform stress = Km

Av = vibration amplification factor at frequency fv

= ratio of amplitude of vibration near zero frequency (well below resonance)

to amplitude of vibration at frequency fv under the same exciting force

C = discord = frequency ratio fvlfr = I at resonance

D = unit or specific damping energy associated with a specific stress,

in. lbs. /cu. in/cycle

Da = average damping energy for a given test volume

= Do/U, in. lbs. /cu. in/cycle

Do = total damping energy absorbed by a test volume or a joint; in lbs. /cycle

E = static modulus of elasticity, psi

Ed = dynamic modulus of elasticity as defined in reference 15

Fo = exciting force = alternating force produced by revolving eccentric, + lbs.

f r = resonance frequency, where phase angle 0 = 900

Fs = force in test specimen = AvFo, + lbs.

fv = frequency of the exciting force = frequency of the vibration

J arid n = constants in equation D JSn

Kc = cross sectional shape factor (see reference 16)

Km = material factor = Tr/Ed jSn- 2 (see reference 16)

Ks = longitudinal stress distribution factor '(see reference 16)

L = effective length of reduced test section of a specimen, inches

Note: Reference 16 shows that Ar = Km° KcKs, where each of these
three factors are a function of damping exponent n.
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R and r = outer and inner radii of tubular specimen, inches

S = stress, psi

U = volume of test section, cu. in.

W = unit or specific elastic energy associated with a specific direct stress

= S2 /2E, in. lbs. /cu. in.

Wa = average elastic energy for a given test volume = Wo/U, in. lbs. /cu. in.

Wo = total elastic energy for a test volume, in. lbs.

= logarithmic decrement from decay tests

loge (XnI/Xn)-Ax/xn

where: Xn..l and Xn are amplitudes of successive decay vibrations

and AX=Xn-l - Xn

phase angle between rotating vector representing sinusoidal exciting

force and the rotating vector representing sinusoidal displacement

ratio of damping energy to elastic energy, sometimes called specific

damping capacity = Do/Wo = 2,r/Ar = -2 8 (see reference 5)
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FIG.II. PH"TOG,,PH OF JOINT IN MACHINE'.
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FIG. 12. SCHEMATIC- OF BOLTED JOINT TEST SET-UP.
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FIG. 13. RESONANCE CURVES FOR BOLTED LAP JOINT WITHOUT Mie AT

VARIOUS BOLT PRESSURES.
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